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Abstract
The Council of Indonesian Islamic Scholars (MUI) has exerted increased political influence in Indonesian politics since the fall of Suharto. Constituted by representatives from various Muslim civil society organizations, the council was originally intended by Suharto to serve as a political representative for Indonesia’s two largest civil society organizations, the Muhammadiyah and the Nahdlatul Ulama. This article argues that in addition to its own non-democratic structures and its fatwas opposing democratic values, the MUI has contributed to Indonesia’s democratic stagnation and decline in two ways: by undermining the authority of elected state representatives through its anti-pluralist stance and its epistocratic claims, and by imperiling the fragile but functioning balance of religion and the state through its undermining of long-established religious civil society organizations.
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Introduction
Twenty years after the fall of the military dictator Suharto in 1998, Indonesia has not fallen into the hands of Islamist extremists via elections, nor did the country’s oligarchs succeed in passing the presidency from one former military officer (Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono) to another (Prabowo Subianto) in the 2014 election. The former furniture entrepreneur Joko Widodo, called Jokowi, who became Indonesia’s first
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elected president without a military background, was even comfortably re-elected in 2019. If we restrict our view to the electoral process and freedom of speech, Indonesian democracy appears to be in comparatively good health.1 The country’s post-authoritarian trajectory illustrates the constructive role religious actors can assume during processes of democratic transition2 and consolidation.3 From an institutional perspective, curbing the military and allowing Islamist parties to contest elections seems to have been the right choice: rather than gaining extra-parliamentary veto power, Islamist parties, particularly the modernist Prosperous Justice Party (PKS), which reminded many observers of the Muslim Brotherhood and of Tunisia’s Ennahda, were forced to shed their special supra-political appeal in the daily business of electoral competition. The PKS toned down its Islamist rhetoric, transformed into a conservative party, and integrated into the party system through coalition building.

But despite these successes, Indonesia’s democratization has come to a halt4 and even begun to regress.5 Religious actors have played a significant part in this process of deterioration. This article provides an interpretation of the strategies and political positioning of the Council of Indonesian Islamic Scholars (MUI) and connects it with the growing literature on democratic regression in Indonesia. The council is a crucial actor to understand because it has served as the main “link between radical groups and the state”6 at a time when these groups have polarized the electorate around religious issues, shifted political debates to identity and creed,7 and challenged the largely
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6 Mietzner, “Fighting Illiberalism,” 269.
popular president, Joko Widodo. More generally, the wider Indonesian case indicates the potential dangers inherent in the increasing bureaucratization of religion\(^8\) coupled with intense competition and political mobilization. This article maps the strategies of a key religious actor, the conditions under which these strategies have thrived, and the consequences they have had for the young democracy.

Following the introduction and a literature review that situates the MUI in the wider discussion of Islam and democracy in Indonesia, the subsequent section substantiates the article’s main arguments and elaborates on the ways epistocratic privileges and the claim for interpretive authority counter democratic values, damaging Indonesia’s young electoral system. The next section then traces the unhindered rise of the MUI and lays out how the MUI used a multi-faceted strategy to reach its position, which was only successful because of alliances with parts of the state. Finally, the last section illustrates the main points, focusing on the 2016 mass demonstrations and the subsequent ousting of Governor Basuki Tjahaja Purnama, known as Ahok, which opened the 2019 presidential election campaign and ushered in “a new phase in Indonesian politics, in which Islamist mass mobilization is set to offer alternative pathways to political influence outside of the established party system.”\(^9\)

The central argument of this article is that, in addition to its own non-democratic structures, and its fatwas opposing democratic values, the MUI has contributed to Indonesia’s democratic stagnation and decline in two ways: by undermining the authority of elected state representatives through its anti-pluralist stance and its epistocratic claims, and by imperiling the fragile but functioning balance of religion and the state and undermining the long-established religious civil society organizations Muhammadiyah and Nahdlatul Ulama (NU), which have constituted the backbone of Indonesian civil society.\(^10\) With their approximately 50 and 30 million members respectively, they are among the world’s largest civil society organizations. Both were mostly supportive of democracy during the fall of the old regime and the transition period. But the mass protests of late 2016, during which at least 500,000 protesters took to the streets,\(^11\) showed that the organizations
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have been undermined by the Council of Indonesian Islamic Scholars (MUI) and its alliance with more extremist actors, most importantly the Islamic Defenders Front (FPI).

The council is constituted by representatives from Muhammadiyah and the NU, along with various smaller organizations such as the Persatuan Islam, Syarikat Islam, Mathla’ul Anwar, Persatuan Tarbiyah Islamiyah, and al-Washliyah,\(^{12}\) many of which are more Islamist in orientation than the NU and Muhammadiyah. These organizations have much smaller member bases, but the council has offered these vocal minorities an invaluable platform. Further, they have been able to use the council in order to forge alliances with similarly oriented NU and Muhammadiyah members. The council has become the dominant religio-political authority\(^{13}\) since 1998 and one that threatens a fragile and delicate religious-political balance.

In its successful claim to represent so-called “mainstream Islam,” the MUI has begun to undermine the two giants of Indonesian civil society, and to reshuffle the relationship between Islam and the state. Despite decades of military rule, and widespread designations of being “secular,”\(^ {14}\) the Indonesian state has from its early beginnings rested on strong Islamic foundations. Much of the anticolonial resistance was framed in religious terms, and Islamic organizations assumed key roles in education and health care before the postcolonial state was formed.\(^ {15}\) These Islamic foundations, albeit far from being harmonious and without tension, were characterized by diversity, for instance by the widely accepted, yet different methods by which Muhammadiyah and the NU determine the beginning of Ramadan.

The original raison d’être of the Muhammadiyah and the NU, founded in 1912 and 1926 respectively, was to define Islam in response to incoming reformist Islamic currents from the Middle East. Since then, two broad approaches to Islam have been in competition. Both organizations run schools, universities, and hospitals and are deeply ingrained in Indonesian society. While the two organizations competed over resources allocated through the ministry of Religious Affairs, and local rivalries ensued in various places, the existing differences did not necessarily lead to major publicly visible tensions on the national level. The two organizations co-existed in a fragile but functioning balance. It is largely owing to the balance between

\(^{12}\) Syafiq Hasyim, “Council of Indonesian Ulama (Majelis Ulama Indonesia, MUI) and its Role in the Shariatisation of Indonesia” (Freie Universität Berlin, Institute of Islamic Studies, 2013).


these organizations that the diversity of Indonesian Islam has prevented any variant from becoming a state-endorsed version.16

But as Indonesia began rapid urbanization in the 1960s, the previous distinctions between urban and rural practices became blurred, and competition increased. By the 1990s, the two organizations contributed to the erosion of authoritarian power and to “the acceptance of a democratic alternative.”17 But many of the NU and Muhammadiyah members were also skeptical of religious pluralism and agreed with some of the MUI’s harsher fatwas, such as those against controversial organizations within Islam and against inter-faith marriage.18 More importantly, during the post-1998 reshuffling, the organizations proved unable to adjust to the new political circumstances, in which extra-parliamentary religious influences began to thrive. Faced with a determined and well-organized MUI, with its quick online dissemination of fatwas, the NU and Muhammadiyah also failed to adjust their own fatwa-issuing bodies to the new climate of competition and pervasive mass media. The leaders of the NU and Muhammadiyah continued to hold a broad variety of opinions and to offer a wide range of interpretations on issues pertaining to Islamic law. Their advice was often locally specific and embedded in a particular context, as much of Islamic law has been for centuries.19 The MUI leaders on the other hand offered seemingly coherent and clear advice, void of ambiguity,20 and easily disseminated across the country. By the 2009 election, voters were less likely to heed the advice of the NU and Muhammadiyah.21 The authority of the two organizations had by no means been dissolved, but it had markedly decreased.22 This made room for a more expansive role for the MUI.

20 In this sense, the MUI’s apparent clarity is part of a larger trend of modern religiousity. For details on how Islam became intolerant of ambiguity, see Thomas Bauer, Die Kultur der Ambiguität. Eine andere Geschichte des Islams [The Culture of Ambiguity – An Alternative History of Islam] (Berlin: Verlag der Weltreligionen, 2011).
The first way that the MUI has contributed to Indonesia’s democratic decline is by means of the epistocratic claims the council makes with regard to its expertise in determining matters of creed. Claiming to represent not only the majority of Indonesia’s Muslims, but also its Islamic scholars, the MUI demanded and recommended that the legislature of the young democracy turn the content of several MUI fatwas into positive law (see below). It is not merely the anti-pluralist content of the fatwas themselves that is democratically problematic, but rather the larger, more comprehensive claim of the council to be an expert authority, whose views and verdicts cannot be challenged by political authorities. This claim and its acknowledgement through political leaders sharply distinguishes the MUI from religious councils elsewhere, such as in Tunisia, Mali, Senegal, and Niger, where councils serve similar intermediary roles, but are either de facto extensions of the state apparatus, or have their influence curbed through “principled distance” and “twin tolerations.” In Indonesia, state and civil society actors in the post-Suharto years, especially under Yudhoyono, missed the opportunity to craft a comparable institutional design.

The second way the council contributed to democratic decline was by legitimizing extremist actors, such as the FPI, by cooperating with them and offering them a stage. For decades, such groups had been denied a forum to propagate their views. Their new prominence, supported by the MUI, thereby undermined the authority of the NU and Muhammadiyah as religious gatekeepers. This shift was most visible in the “Defend Islam” rallies in late 2016, during which thousands of Indonesian Muslims took to the streets to demand that the Christian-Chinese governor of Jakarta step down after making allegedly blasphemous remarks. Many protesters joined the rally against the explicit advice of NU and Muhammadiyah leaders (see below).

Democracy, Islam, and the MUI

Extremist religious actors have shown mobilizational power on a scale not seen since the ousting of Suharto. In his account of political resources, Jeffrey Winters underlines the importance of mobilizational power: “there is no social force more overwhelming than mobilized masses. No matter how difficult they are to sustain, even ‘mobilizations of the last minute’ are explosive enough to briefly trump all the other power resource categories combined.” Mobilizational power is closely linked to other concepts, such as
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as resource mobilization, moral authority as a power resource, and moral power. Always an integral part of politics, William Davies has convincingly argued that mobilization has been on the rise globally since the early 2000s. Throughout many democratic systems today, feelings and emotions trump arguments and reason, boosting the importance of mobilization vis-à-vis representation.

In the case of Indonesia, observers have discussed the growing influence of religious hardliners, particularly concerning local legislatures and wider societal attitudes. Others have focused on extremism and terrorism. Scholars of religion and democratization have rightly cited Indonesia’s transition as an example of the positive and constructive influence of religious organizations. After 1998, a range of new parties under the banner of Islam emerged, such as the modernist Prosperous Justice Party (PKS). These new parties failed to win over large majorities. Their meager performance was owing to multiple factors: their weak party structures, the absorption and co-option of their Islam-themed positions by the larger parties which undermined the appeal of strictly Islamist programs, and the series of corruption scandals that engulfed them.

---

But all the while, Islamist-influenced laws began to seep into the political and legal systems through sharia bylaws\(^{39}\) which were enabled by the post-1998 decentralization that also unleashed more competition, fragmentation, and corruption—adding to the residue of corruption left over from the New Order.\(^{40}\) Democratization came with a new, “untamed” oligarchy.\(^{41}\) The significance of religious actors likewise grew. This was partly due to technical developments such as (digital) mass dissemination of religious advice, now condensed and reproducible rather than locally bound in elaborate personal conversations, and due to the continued global rise in the public visibility of Islam, but also because of weaknesses on the part of other authorities in Indonesian public life.\(^{42}\) From the increasingly popular headscarves among female politicians and pop stars, to mushrooming prayer niches in shopping malls and “Islamic banking,” Islam had become synonymous with modernity and moral superiority. Both mainstream politicians as well as religious authorities did their best to align themselves with Islam’s renewed ascendance in public life.

For its part, the Council of Indonesian Ulama, which benefited from already having a seat at the political table in Jakarta, began to style itself as a quasi-state-mufti, a position neither stipulated in the Indonesian constitution nor ever envisioned by the large Muslim organizations. Scholarship on the post-reform MUI has largely focused on its puritanical turn and its controversial fatwas,\(^{43}\) its internal structures and dynamics,\(^{44}\) and on its rising

\(^{39}\) Buehler, “Subnational Islamization.”


\(^{41}\) Winters, Oligarchy, 181.


influence,\textsuperscript{45} especially from a legal perspective.\textsuperscript{46} Jeremy Menchik has argued that the MUI transformed its once charismatic and expert authority into regulatory authority, using agenda-setting, lobbying, mass mobilization, and the threat of violence.\textsuperscript{47} However, the most significant aspect of the MUI’s rise has to do with how these elements, taken together, have given rise to an institution that commands forms of allegiance that claim to transcend politics, and which, in its use of Islamist currents, has opened the door to the legitimization of religious actors that threaten the fragile balance between religion and the state in Indonesia.

The origins of the council as a brainchild of military dictator Suharto, who established the MUI in 1974–1975 to coopt Muslim elites, would not seem to have boded well for its future fortunes. Yet after 1998, the council found new goals to pursue, the primary one being survival.\textsuperscript{48} It has local branches as well as a national umbrella chapter. Both levels issue fatwas and other types of advice on a range of issues.\textsuperscript{49} In their agenda-setting capacity, they widely disseminate the fatwas via their own media outlets and the press.

The NU and Muhammadiyah retained their own fatwa committees but quietly ceased issuing fatwas on matters of creed and “allowed [the] MUI to take the lead.”\textsuperscript{50} One reason for this is that after the death of Abdurrahman Wahid in 2009, no prominent figure rose to unite pluralist Muslims. More importantly, the organizations were internally too diverse to counter the unified and strategically operating MUI. Eventually, the MUI’s fatwas became the most authoritative, almost official.\textsuperscript{51} By the end of the 2010s, the MUI held a near-monopoly on fatwas pertaining to Islamic creed.\textsuperscript{52} As a result, the council’s claim to be the most legitimate decision maker over questions


\textsuperscript{47} Jeremy Menchik, \textit{The Politics of the Fatwa} (essay presented at the annual meeting for the Association for Asian Studies, Washington, DC, March 22–25, 2018).


\textsuperscript{50} Hasyim, “Council of Indonesian Ulama,” 81.


of faith has not only eroded the authority of parliament in this domain, but also that of wider social formations, particularly the two civil society giants which have held authority on Islamic matters in Indonesia for almost a century.

Epistocratic Privileges and Interpretive Authority in a Fragile Electoral Democracy

The ways in which the MUI has assumed its influential position impair democracy in two ways: first, the council derives parts of its power from its semi-official position; second, the council has centralized and simplified authority on issues pertaining to creed, thereby undermining the large and internally diverse civil society organizations. The council is neither elected nor accountable. It is not held responsible for failures and thus retains a perpetually renewable supply of moral superiority. In this sense, the rise of the MUI is comparable with that of agencies and experts in other electoral democracies, particularly in the realm of political economy. The influence of advisors and of lobbyists who have not been democratically elected, has, especially since the Great Recession of 2008, provoked criticism and accusations of betraying democratic principles. When extra-parliamentary agencies become influential in designing laws passed by parliaments, they assume the role of quasi-legislators.

Two main bodies of literature discuss the way in which such extra-parliamentary power undermines democratic procedures: scholarship on lobbying, and scholarship on epistocracy, “the rule of the knowers.” If trust and randomness are essential parts of democracy, opaque elite influences on decision makers are a threat to democratic functioning. Democracy does not normatively privilege individuals or groups on the grounds of expert knowledge. In Indonesia, the MUI’s semi-official position is arguably even more threatening to standard democratic procedure than economic advisers in many of the established democracies for two reasons: first, religion enjoys a status of moral superiority. With their constant public demands from the state, the MUI scholars call into question the moral competence of parliamentarians. Second, when the MUI began its public demands, Indonesia’s electoral democratic system was still young, without having had much time to gain legitimacy through performance.

56 Runciman, How Democracy Ends, 178.
Three chief factors make the MUI a threat to democracy, rather than just one legitimate interest group among many: its alliances with extremist actors (see below); its rejection of pluralism\textsuperscript{57} and its counter-pluralist populist\textsuperscript{58} claims to alone represent Indonesia’s Muslims and Islamic truth; and the recognition that the MUI receives from a large number of state representatives, who have demonstrated their intensive cooperation with the MUI on several occasions (see below).

The Unhindered Rise of the MUI

The oligarchs who managed to survive the post-Suharto transition seem to have looked upon the dictator’s sudden interest in Islam as something that appeared to be too little, too late to save him. They seemed determined to be accused of neither religious extremism, nor religious indifference. Demonstratively opening their ears to the growing number of pious Muslims, post-1998 politicians on the national as well as the increasingly important provincial and local levels were eager to cooperate with the MUI, which included members of most Muslim civil society organizations. Instead of submitting the MUI to the new and fragile democratic structures as Jokowi later attempted,\textsuperscript{59} the lingering New Order personnell\textsuperscript{60} sustained their positions, inter alia, by gaining moral credibility from their good relations with Muslim leaders. Their eagerness to cooperate partly explains their failure to protect significant areas of power, such as the growing halal and haj industries, from the MUI. The MUI enlarged its influence and further expanded its claim to moral superiority amidst politicians who failed to deliver on their promises of reducing corruption and nepotism, and by comparison with established religious organizations that proved unable to channel their spectrum of values into unified voices.

The MUI distinguished itself from other actors: it had the legitimization of serious scholarship from both the traditionalist NU and the modernist Muhammadiyah; it combined this with a lean structure and clear advice, oriented towards lay persons; and it forged strategic alliances with state actors on one side and with extremists on the other, thereby compensating for its lack of a mass base. As Menchik has argued, partnership with vigilante groups has allowed the MUI to use the threat of violence.\textsuperscript{61} More importantly, the


\textsuperscript{59} Mietzner, “Fighting Illiberalism,” 270.

\textsuperscript{60} Buchler, \textit{The Politics of Shari’a Law}, 82–89.

council skillfully fashioned its new relationship with the state. It presented itself as a non-parliamentary religio-political opposition, and as a government critic.

The council’s strategy rested on four main pillars: (1) issuing more hard-line and more controversial statements than the NU and Muhammadiyah; (2) creating a perceived distance and autonomy from the government through a rhetoric of demands and critique; (3) monopolizing the industry of halal certifications in an effort to secure financial resources and suggest even greater financial independence; and (4) establishing a notion of “True Islam” and claiming to define and represent it.

Beginning in 2005, the MUI weighed in with severe statements on subjects from liberalism to interfaith marriage. This was also the year in which the MUI recruited leaders from Islamist organizations to occupy key positions, and excluded liberal voices from its ranks.62 Before that, during the presidencies of Habibie, Megawati, and Abdurrahman Wahid, the MUI had remained in the background and languished. For his part, Abdurrahman Wahid went so far as to restrain the MUI from gaining primacy among the country’s fatwa-giving councils.63 By contrast, Yudhoyono embraced and boosted the MUI’s importance. In Yudhoyono’s speech during the opening ceremony of the MUI’s 2005 National Congress, he said that not all matters related to state affairs could be resolved through formal legal channels: “We want the MUI to play a central role … the state should listen to the fatwa from MUI and the ulama.”64 Yudhoyono’s approval cleared the ground for three controversial fatwas: against the Ahmadiyya, against interfaith marriage, and against secularism, pluralism, and liberalism. Each fatwa provoked the desired publicity. Whether one sees causal links between these fatwas and incidents of physical violence65 or whether one highlights the many steps in between, as is the case among right-wing populists elsewhere in the world, the MUI harnessed controversies to increase its own significance as an arbitrator, while collaborative state representatives decided, for a variety of reasons, not to stand in its way.

The council’s second main strategy was to appear autonomous of the government. Despite good relations with politicians and despite its public funding, the council managed to ensure that the public perceived it as a nonconforming critic of the establishment.66 In this sense, the MUI benefited from the disagreements with then-President Abdurrahman Wahid, and it achieved this aloofness by framing its positions as criticism, demands, and

---

63 Hasyim, “Council of Indonesian Ulama,” 133.
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advice. An example is the often-repeated reminder to the government of its obligation to prohibit the activities of the Ahmadiyya congregation. In prompting the government to act upon its alleged responsibility, the MUI distanced itself from the government and stepped onto a putatively higher moral ground. At the same time, the MUI ensured that it did not suffer reputational damage from the alliance with politicians, many of whom the Indonesian public considers vulnerable to corruption.

The third strategy operated in the terrain of economy. In a triple stroke, the MUI outwardly underlined its independence, gained actual financial means outside state funding and donations from the mass organizations, and put its foot on another marker of morality when it secured the monopoly on halal certification.67 The precise numbers of the MUI’s budget are not readily available, but many Indonesians consider the MUI independent from the government despite the large financial transfers68 from the state that the MUI receives. The council ensured its perceived independence from government funding, while the government itself failed to concentrate the haj and halal industries in its own hands. Since 1989, the council has commanded a near-monopoly in halal certification for almost three decades. After 1998, instead of putting these important areas under the ministries of Health and Religion, the government allowed the MUI to use them to boost its influence.69 Only in 2017 did the Ministry of Religious Affairs manage to concentrate this authority in the newly established Halal Products Certification Agency. However, the agency still depends on MUI fatwas to issue halal certificates.70 Also in 2017, the ministry of Religious Affairs handed the management of pilgrimage funds to the new Hajj Fund Management Agency,71 but at the same time introduced two new bodies that dilute the ministry’s once comprehensive authority in this area.72 One of these is the Indonesian Haj Supervisory Commission, of whose nine members six must be members of the MUI or other Muslim social organizations. Thus, in the key areas of halal certification and haj management, the government concedes important tasks to the MUI, thereby collaborating in signalling the MUI’s authority to the public.

____________________

70 Marguerite Afra Sapiee, “Govt takes over halal label,” The Jakarta Post, 14 October 2017.
72 Lindsey, “Monopolising Islam?”
Finally, the MUI assumes the role of the overall representative of Muslim organizations, and thus “acts as the arbiter of mainstream Islam in Indonesia.” The MUI benefits from the notion of “True Islam.” An example is a news report by Antara, Indonesia’s official news agency, issued almost a month after the Cikeusik attack on Ahmadis in early 2011. The report cites the former president of the PKS, Hidayat Nur Wahid, calling on the Ahmadiyya to return to the path of “True Islam.” This notion did not come about accidentally, but was instead constructed by the MUI itself: aiming to curb frictions within Islam and striving for unity among Muslims, the MUI long planned to unite Muslims and to function as their “coordinator, synchronizer, and synergiser.” Rather than relativizing this notion, governmental officials strengthened it by emphasizing their collaboration with the MUI, as for instance after the killing of three Ahmadis in West Java in 2011, when politicians promised “to resolve the Ahmadiyya problem together with MUI leaders.” When a group of Nahdlatul Ulama (NU) leaders promoted the term “Islam Nusantara” in 2015, they highlighted the tolerance of local Islam. A controversial debate ensued. Jokowi supported the concept, while the West Java branch of the MUI issued a fatwa against it. In a public statement in 2018, the council’s Deputy Chairperson Zainut Tauhid Sa’adi stressed the council’s unifying role.

The council’s most powerful tool remains its fatwas. Disseminated directly, via the media, as well as by politicians citing them, the political influence of the MUI fatwas can be traced on three levels: in the making of laws and policy, in the judiciary, and in shaping public attitudes. For law and policy, one example is the 2005 fatwa against the Ahmadiyya congregation. It not only declared the Ahmadiyya congregation non-Muslim, but it also demanded that the state take action. It declared the government was “obliged to prohibit
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73 Syafiq Hasyim, “Majelis Ulama Indonesia,” 495.
76 Hasyim, “Council of Indonesian Ulama,” 5.
the spread of Ahmadiyya teachings in Indonesia, and to freeze the organization as well as to close all its activities. State authorities eventually did succumb to the pressure by initially turning a blind eye to violent attacks led by the FPI against a 2008 demonstration for religious freedom (which Ahmadis co-organized). Only weeks after the attack, the minister of Religious Affairs, the attorney general and the minister of the Interior issued a joint ministerial decree to regulate the alleged deviance of the Ahmadiyya. It prohibited violence against the Ahmadis, but also outlawed their “activities,” de facto banning the congregation.

Another much-discussed example of the MUI’s wide-ranging influence is the 2008 Anti-Pornography Law. In the early 2000s, for instance, the MUI influenced the draft of the so-called “anti-pornography law” on the basis of its fatwa of 2001. At first President Megawati moved to prevent the legislation, but her successor Yudhoyono went on to accommodate Islamist aspirations and allowed them legislative influence. A poignant example of the MUI’s influence on the application of positive law appeared in 2010. A coalition of human-rights activists and liberal intellectuals challenged the so-called blasphemy law, Article 156a of the Criminal Code, which prohibits disgracing any religion. The Constitutional Court consulted with a large number of experts, including members of the MUI. Eventually, the judges upheld the law, arguing that Indonesia was not a secular or atheist country, but a “godly country.” It was this same blasphemy law that judges applied against Ahok in 2016, after accusations of alleged blasphemy. Although prosecutors had only asked for Ahok to be charged with “insulting language” and “spreading hate,” the judges found him guilty of the graver charge of “insulting religion.” Melissa Crouch has convincingly argued that the judge’s decision was an example of how “Indonesia’s judges are fiercely protective of their independence to a point that it now borders on a gross lack of accountability.” It is a sign of the MUI’s influence and its successful

81 MUI Fatwa No. 11 2005, “Tentang Aliran Ahmadiyah” [about the Ahmadiyya sect].
82 SKB3, “Tentang Peringatan Dan Perintah Kepada Penganut, Anggota, Dan/Atau Anggota Pengurus Jemaat Ahmadiyah Indonesia (Jai) Dan Warga Masyarakat” [About warning and orders to adherents, members, and/or members of the board of Ahmadiyya Indonesia (Jai) and citizens], 6 August 2008.
84 Constitutional Court Decision 140/PUU-VII/2009.
management of its perception of being independent from the government that the judges adhered to the MUI’s assessment of Ahok’s statement in their attempt to prove their own independence from the executive.

On the level of public attitudes, the MUI and its fatwas have been omnipresent in the media coverage of cases of alleged deviance. Representatives of the council advised the government and oversaw religious ceremonies such as conversions from marginalized Muslim organizations to more “mainstream” ones. An example is a conversion ceremony in West Java in May 2013, which was overseen by various local religious authorities and attended by then Minister of Religious Affairs Suryadharma Ali. Images and reports of the conversion ceremony circulated widely in the media, and the fatwa was amply referenced.

The position of fatwas in Indonesia’s legal and moral system is complex. Other than agreements of international law, whose status as “soft law” often renders them weaker than (mostly national) “hard law,” the low regard for politicians and the lack of law enforcement lets fatwas assume a powerful position: their law is to be enforced not by the state with its weak rule of law, but by individuals and the community. In Islamic legal traditions, fatwas were decentralized: for hundreds of years, they were issued mostly locally. The bureaucratization of Islam in nation-states centralized legal procedures and authority. In Indonesia, fatwas began to be issued by collective bodies rather than by individuals. The two giants the NU and the Muhammadiyah issued parallel opinions: any advice in the form of a fatwa was relativized by the existence of a different fatwa. Even though the NU and Muhammadiyah retain much of their influence and Islamic advice remains a contested field,
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87 I was living in Yogyakarta at the time of the killing, conducting fieldwork on the “aliran sesat” [deviant sects] debates. In my discussions with my host family, with passengers of the Trans Jogja, and on UGM campus that day and the following days, the MUI was highlighted as a central actor in the debate. My regular reading of local newspapers confirmed the notion that the MUI was the main authority to be cited in this case. One of the first newspaper articles on the issue also placed the MUI prominently: Tempo, “Enam Jamaah Ahmadiyah Tewas Diserang Warga Cikeusik” [Six members of the Ahmadiya died after being attacked by citizens/locals of Cikeusik] Tempo, 6 February 2011, accessed 21 February 2019, https://nasional.tempo.co/read/311404/enam-jamaah-ahmadiyah-tewas-diserang-warga-cikeusik.


92 Kaptein, “The Voice of the Ulamâ.”
this relativization has faded in the shadow of the MUI, whose influence on shaping positive law is well documented even beyond issues pertaining to creed.  

On the basis of the moral superiority sustained by the MUI's fatwas, as well as the willingness of many politicians to cede authority to the MUI or cooperate with it, many Indonesians perceive the MUI as both autonomous from and influential on the state. This is not to suggest that the MUI's authority is uncontested, nor that the NU and Muhammadiyah are fading from public view or influence. However, for the first time in Indonesian history, one centralized Muslim authority has been acknowledged by both the state apparatus as well as large parts of civil society.

Mobilizing Against Ahok

The ouster of Ahok in 2016/2017, in a prelude to the 2019 presidential election campaign, illustrates how the MUI connects to the new high mobilization potential of religious issues. The protest “constituted the preliminary climax of a long build-up of Islamist groups since the beginning of the Indonesian Republic.” Marcus Mietzner has shown how in this build-up, the Indonesian government failed to “deal with radical populists” in a sustainable way. The rise of Islamist and populist powers was the unsurprising result of Yudhoyono’s accommodation rather than confrontation of Islamist groups, and of Jokowi’s subsequent attempts to ignore and ban them. Beyond Mietzner’s focus on the shortcomings of state actors to curb the alliance of Islamists with populists and militants, the 2016 protests also illustrate the effect these alliances had on the undermining of the authority of the grand old Muslim society organizations.

In 2016 and 2017, a campaign of blasphemy accusations resulted in the ouster of the largely popular governor Ahok. Ahok was the vice governor and close ally of President Jokowi, whom he succeeded when the latter became president in 2014. Ahok was also the city’s first non-Muslim governor of Chinese origin since the early 1960s. He had made a comment during his campaign for re-election that his opponents declared blasphemous. Calls for Ahok’s resignation, imprisonment, and death resounded on Indonesian social media. Senior MUI members, most importantly chairman Ma’ruf Amin, quickly issued a statement deeming Ahok’s utterance blasphemy and reminded the government of its responsibility to keep harmony and to
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prevent any desecration and sacrilege of the Koran and Islam. This statement was technically not a fatwa, but it was treated as such in the media.  

A few days after this, Ahok’s opponents organized a demonstration demanding Ahok’s imprisonment. One of the chief organizers was the FPI founder Rizieq Shahib. Rizieq himself was convicted and imprisoned for inciting violent attacks twice (in 2003 and 2008). Ahok’s opponents fashioned themselves as the National Movement to Guard the MUI Fatwa (GNPF-MUI). Another key figure was Bachtiar Nasir, known for hardline positions. Besides steering his own small organization, the Council for Young and Intellectual Islamic Scholars of Indonesia, Bachtiar Nasir also sits on the central board of the MUI and on that of the Muhammadiyah. This and other overlaps in personnel show that the GNPF group was not a sudden new formation, but rather an alliance between representatives of established organizations and hitherto relatively marginal hardliners.

The group seized the momentum and announced another demonstration for November. Designated as *Aksi Bela Islam II* (Defending Islam Action II), the demonstration marched from Istiqlal Mosque to the presidential palace near the National Monument. Many protesters brought Indonesian flags, and posters declaring a *Jihad Konstitusi*, a holy struggle for the Constitution. A broad range of actors, from former Parliament Speaker Amien Rais (once an important pro-democratic figure during the 1998 transition), to Vice-Speakers of Parliament Fahri Hamzah and Fadli Zon and several celebrities, attended the protest. Jokowi cancelled a planned visit to Australia, but otherwise tried to give the rally as little attention as possible. For this, he received much criticism from public figures, including Islamic pop preachers accusing him of not responding to people’s anxieties.

Ahead of the next gathering, scheduled for early December, Jokowi met with NU and Muhammadiyah leaders. His efforts bore fruit: they discouraged their followers from joining. But despite these efforts, almost a million participants attended the rally. It was the biggest demonstration since the fall of Suharto, and possibly the largest religious mass gathering in the history of Indonesia. Faced with the sheer mass of protesters, Jokowi succumbed. After his initial reluctance to respond to the protest, Jokowi joined the Friday prayer held at the protest. He eventually shared the stage with Rizieq, and even ended up listening to a sermon delivered by Rizieq.
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Jokowi sat cross-legged and with a lowered face, while an agitated Rizieq angrily gesticulated behind a lectern. The Islamist extremist hurled political demands in the president’s direction. The image that circulated in Indonesian media was humbling: the first Indonesian post-Suharto president without a military background, listening to the sermon of a notorious and convicted hate preacher. Rizieq prevailed as “the man of the hour” and gained popularity. The following April, when Anies Baswedan, a former educational minister, won the gubernatorial election against Ahok, he appointed Rizieq to lead the prayer for the victory celebrations. The protest organizers continued to meet for smaller rallies, but Rizieq was eventually hindered from continuing his leadership of the protest group after the police started investigating a pornography charge against him. He went into self-exile to Saudi Arabia and is presently honoured from afar as the “Great Imam” by an FPI-led group of Islamists aligned with the Prabowo campaign team. Despite the ostracization of Rizieq, the extremists have successfully pressured the government into acknowledging them as a political force.

In addition to the government, the NU and Muhammadiyah suffered a loss of authority. Their leaders had advised Muslims to not attend the rally and it was a blow to their authority that their members flocked to the rally in great numbers. All they could do was watch, and appeal to protesters not to use the organizations’ symbols and flags. As a result, the rallies strengthened the visibility of extremist Islam, and they weakened the two organizations that had characterized Islam in Indonesia for almost a century.

In the aftermath of the protests and during Ahok’s trial, debates ensued as to whether the protest targeted Ahok solely for his alleged blasphemy, or whether they were motivated by the political aim of weakening Jokowi ahead of the 2019 elections. This and varying attitudes within the MUI leadership towards Rizieq resulted in a name change of the core group.
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GNPF Ulama, the group recommended that the former military officer Prabowo enhance his religious credentials for his bid for presidency in 2019 by picking a religious scholar as his running mate. In a surprising preemptive countermove, it was then Jokowi who announced MUI chairman Ma’ruf Amin as his running mate. Ma’ruf Amin was part of the group initiating Ahok’s downfall and also a supporter of the fatwas against liberalism and against the Ahmadiyya. This new alliance reshuffled the political competition and indicates once more that the stable loyalties to the large mass organizations are, at least in the urban centres, being replaced with more pragmatic and “essentially unstable alliances” between religious and political authorities and believers.

The council is a key actor whose strategies, supported by politicians, have levelled the way for religious extremists to enter the centre of the electoral contest. The contest itself is shifting from a focus on patronage and representation to one of mobilization: the main question seems not to be who can legitimately represent people in an elected parliament and other democratic institutions, but who can gather the largest and loudest crowd in the streets, and who holds more religious credibility. In many ways, this results in a re-politicization of an electorate whose interest in elections seemed to be waning in recent years, if declining voter participation is an indicator. As elsewhere, the increased mobilization and reintegration of people into political participation could lead to a strengthening of democracy, but it could also lead to a new form of authoritarianism.

Concluding Remarks

The MUI’s alliances with religious extremists and their mobilizing potential have brought religion to the centre stage of a contest that has shifted from long-entrenched forms of patronage and representation to one of short-lived alliances and sudden mass mobilizations. In its capacity as a semi-official advising institution, the council has undermined Indonesia’s young and fragile parliament through its epistocratic claims and by damaging the public standing of established civil society organizations, whose competition had ensured a low degree of centralization of religious interpretative authority for many decades. The strategies of the council have thrived in an
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environment in which competition between various Muslim organizations has become tied to political voting blocs seeking to outdo each other in professions of “true” or “mainstream” Islam. As the global trend of popular mobilization begins to occupy the former space of political parties and coalitions, the failure of the Indonesian state to integrate rising religious authorities into the political system in a transparent and democratic manner when they had the chance to do so is all the more glaring. Whether this process can be reversed, or whether extra-state religious authorities will continue to nourish extremist factions, remains to be seen. Either way, the case of Indonesia will be worth watching for those interested in how young and fragile democracies can cope with ambitious religious authorities and entrepreneurs.

_Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany, April, 2019_